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This is the Problem Solving Survival Guide to accompany Intermediate Accounting, Volume 1: Chapters 1 - 14, 15th
Edition. Kieso, Weygandt and Warfield’s Intermediate Accounting continues to set the standard for intermediate
accounting students and professionals in the field. The Fifteenth edition builds on this legacy through new innovative
student focused pedagogy in the book itself and with online support. Kieso maintains the qualities for which the text is
globally recognized, including its reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, accessibility, and quality problem material
that best prepares students for success on the CPA exam. The Fifteenth edition offers the most up to date coverage of
IFRS and US GAAP in a presentational format suited to the complex challenges of teaching intermediate in these
changing times.
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING by Kieso, Weygandt, and Warfield is, quite simply, the standard by which all other
intermediate accounting texts are measured. Through thirty years and twelve best-selling editions, the text has built a
reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, and student success. The Thirteenth Edition maintains the qualities for
which the text is globally recognized, and continues to be your students’ gateway to the profession! Volume I is
comprised of Chapters 1-14. Each study guide chapter is comprised of a detailed chapter review, demonstration
problems, true/false, multiple-choice, matching questions, and copmrehensive exercises. Solutions to study guide
questions are provided.
This work evolved over thirty combined years of teaching general chemistry to a variety of student demographics. The
focus is not to recap or review the theoretical concepts well described in the available texts.Instead, the topics and
descriptions in this book make available specific, detailed step-by-step methods and procedures for solving the major
types of problems in general chemistry. Explanations, instructional process sequences, solved examples and completely
solved practice problems are greatly expanded, containing significantly more detail than can usually be devoted to in a
comprehensive text. Many chapters also provide alternative viewpoints as an aid to understanding. Key Features: The
authors have included every major topic in the first semester of general chemistry and most major topics from the second
semester. Each is written in a specific and detailed step-by-step process for problem solving, whether mathematical or
conceptual Each topic has greatly expanded examples and solved practice problems containing significantly more detail
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than found in comprehensive texts Includes a chapter designed to eliminate confusion concerning acid/base reactions
which often persists through working with acid/base equilibrium Many chapters provide alternative viewpoints as an aid to
understanding This book addresses a very real need for a large number of incoming freshman in STEM fields
The practical, relatable, and humorous guide to surviving the difficult, awkward, and rewarding job of being a breastfeeding,
working mom. Meet the frenemy of every working, breastfeeding mother: the breast pump. Many women are beyond “breast is
best” and on to figuring out how to make milk while returning to demanding jobs. Work. Pump. Repeat. is the first book to give
women what they need to know beyond the noise of the “Mommy Wars” and judgment on breastfeeding choices. Jessica Shortall
shares the nitty-gritty basics of surviving the working world as a breastfeeding mom, offering a road map for negotiating the
pumping schedule with colleagues, navigating business travel, and problem-solving when forced to pump in less-than-desirable
locales. Drawing on the war stories, hacks, and humor of working moms, and on her own stories from her demanding job and
travel in developing countries, she gives women moral support for dealing with the stress and guilt that come with juggling working
and breastfeeding. As she tells the reader in her witty, inspiring manifesto, “Your worth as a mother is not measured in ounces.”
2015 Axiom Business Book Award Winner (Silver) in the category of Women/Minorities
Problem Solving Survival Guide to accompany Intermediate Accounting, Volume 2Chapters 15 - 24Wiley
Reflecting the demands for entry-level accountants, the focus of this book is on fostering critical thinking skills, reducing emphasis
on memorisation and encouraging more analysis and interpretation by requiring use of technology tools, spreadsheets and
databases.
This the Problem Solving Survival Guide to accompany Financial Accounting, 8th Edition. Financial Accounting, 8th Edition, by
Weygandt, Kimmel, Kieso provides students with a clear introduction to financial accounting that is full of real world and relevant
examples to students lives. The Team for Success authors understand where students struggle in this course and have developed
a learning system that illustrates the accounting cycle and key transactions, while giving them the tools to apply their learning
through sample exercises throughout the chapter. By expanding coverage of IFRS, this edition keeps students at the forefront of
global issues that impact their future careers in business and accounting.
Gathers information on how to produce and maintain your bonsai, including shaping, feeding, pruning, watering, and tips on what
to look for when purchasing a bonsai
Weygandt Accounting Principles starts with what students know. In the new Ninth Edition, students clearly see the relevance of
accounting in their everyday lives and are therefore motivated to do the work assigned. Weygandt Accounting Principles
introduces challenging accounting concepts with examples that are familiar to the student. This connection to their everyday lives
helps build student motivation, a key driver of student time spent on assignments and ultimately their mastery of the concept.
Now you can get all the accuracy, authority, and student success of the best-selling intermediate accounting text in a
brief, streamlined new version! The authors have made tough decisions about what material remains at the core of the
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intermediate accounting course, and what details (for example, methods of depreciation) are less important for today's
student. The result of their work is the briefest two/three-semester intermediate text on the market. This new streamlined
size will also allow you to introduce case material or special readings as you choose.
This is the Problem Solving Survival Guide to accompany Intermediate Accounting, Volume 2: Chapters 15 - 24, 15th
Edition. Kieso, Weygandt and Warfield’s Intermediate Accounting continues to set the standard for intermediate
accounting students and professionals in the field. The Fifteenth edition builds on this legacy through new innovative
student focused pedagogy in the book itself and with online support. Kieso maintains the qualities for which the text is
globally recognized, including its reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, accessibility, and quality problem material
that best prepares students for success on the CPA exam. The Fifteenth edition offers the most up to date coverage of
IFRS and US GAAP in a presentational format suited to the complex challenges of teaching intermediate in these
changing times.
Each chapter contains a detailed review and many types of review exercises and problems. Solutions to PSSG questions
explain answers and discuss how to approach similar types of accounting questions. Tips alert students to common
problem-solving pitfalls and misconceptions.
The Online Teaching Survival Guide offers faculty a wide array of theory-based techniques designed for online teaching
and technology-enhanced courses. Written by two pioneers in distance education, this guidebook presents practical
instructional strategies spread out over a four-phase timeline that covers the lifespan of a course. The book includes
information on a range of topics such as course management, social presence, community building, and assessment.
Based on traditional pedagogical theory, The Online Teaching Survival Guide integrates the latest research in cognitive
processing and learning outcomes. Faculty with little knowledge of educational theory and those well versed in pedagogy
will find this resource essential for developing their online teaching skills. Praise for The Online Teaching Survival Guide
"At a time when resources for training faculty to teach online are scarce, Judith Boettcher and Rita-Marie Conrad have
presented a must-read for all instructors new to online teaching. By tying best practices to the natural rhythms of a course
as it unfolds, instructors will know what to do when and what to expect. The book is a life raft in what can be perceived as
turbulent and uncharted waters." —Rena M. Palloff and Keith Pratt, program directors and faculty, Teaching in the Virtual
Classroom Program, Fielding Graduate University "Developed from years of experience supporting online faculty, Judith
Boettcher and Rita-Marie Conrad's book provides practical tips and checklists that should especially help those new to
online teaching hit the ground running." —Karen Swan, Stukel Distinguished Professor of Educational Leadership,
University of Illinois Springfield "This book blends a fine synthesis of research findings with plenty of practical advice. This
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book should be especially valuable for faculty teaching their first or second course online. But any instructor, no matter
how experienced, is likely to find valuable insights and techniques." —Stephen C. Ehrmann, director, Flashlight Program
for the Study and Improvement of Educational Uses of Technology; vice president, The Teaching, Learning, and
Technology Group
The book that every dean and department chair needs to survive—and thrive—in the twenty-first-century university. First
released in 2006, The College Administrator’s Survival Guide has served as the bible for a generation of provosts,
deans, department chairs, and program directors. Shrewd administrators have returned to the guide time and again for C.
K. Gunsalus’s advice on handling complaints, negotiating disagreements, and dealing with difficult personalities. Now, in
this revised and updated edition, Gunsalus guides rookie administrators and seasoned veterans through today’s most
pressing higher-education challenges. These days academic leaders must respond to heightened demands for
transparency and openness. These demands are intensified by social media, which increases the visibility of university
conflicts and can foster widespread misinformation about campus affairs. Meanwhile, institutions have become flatter,
with administrators expected to work more closely with faculty, students, and a range of professionals even as support
staffs shrink. Between the ever-replenishing inbox, the integration of often-exasperating management systems into every
dimension of academic life, and the new demands of remote learning, deans and department heads are juggling more
balls than ever before. Tightening budgets have already forced administrators into more difficult choices and, in the wake
of COVID-19, there will be no relief from financial constraints. From #metoo to partisan battles over curricula and funding,
college and university leaders need more savvy and greater sensitivity than ever. What hasn’t changed are the
challenges of dealing with difficult people and the importance of creating and maintaining environments in which faculty,
staff, and students have the support they need to do their best work. The College Administrator’s Survival Guide
provides the tools to keep cool and get the job done.
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